
CLEAN & PROTECT
your sun protection fabric

TEX’ AKTIV GUARD
FABRIC WATERPROOFER
Protects fabrics from staining and soiling.

Prevents water and grease from penetrating fabrics. 

RECOMMENDED BY DICKSON
for deckchair and cushion upholstery and for 
blinds, sunshades, sail shades, and other sun protection solutions.

TEX’ AKTIV CLEAN 
FABRIC CLEANER

Removes stains
and unpleasant odours.

DEEP-DOWN ACTION COLOURLESS WATER-REPELLENT EFFECT.



 

 

Outdoor fabrics are waterproofed with a special 
coating during production. This increases 
resistance to water and dirt (dust, plant particles, 
tree sap, insects, light oily deposits, etc.) and 
prevents mould.

As the original coating may become less effective 
over time, clean and treat outdoor fabrics 
regularly.

Use a soft brush to remove dirt. 
For stubborn stains,  scrub lightly.

Rinse thoroughly with a hose. 
Do not use pressurised water.

Spray TEX’ AKTIV CLEAN 
and leave on for 5 minutes.

Rewind when dry.

Gently scrub the fabric with a 
brush to let the product penetrate 
between fibres. 
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Spray TEX’ AKTIV GUARD 
on clean and dry fabric.

Spray lightly across fabric in both 
directions for an even, optimal 
effect.

Rewind when dry.

PLEASE NOTE: the coating is fully 
effective a few days after application; 
exposure to hot sun helps activate the 
coating. If an additional re-waterproofing 
is required, repeat the operation another 
day.

Find all our products on dickson-eshop.com
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CLEANING 
with TEX’ AKTIV CLEAN

Clean awning frames and front bar
to avoid soiling the fabric. Clean the awning frame
with lightly soapy water.
Clean the fabric by brushing towards the awning opening. 
Do not brush across the fabric as this may stress seams. 

WATERPROOFING 
With TEX’ AKTIV GUARD

After cleaning with TEX’ AKTIV CLEAN, apply TEK’ 
AKTIV GUARD to re-waterproof fabric and protect from 
soiling.
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